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Overview

Equipment Provided

High Pine Lodge offers some of Georgia’s best fair chase feral hog hunting!

Top notch rifle and thermal scopes
(RUGER, TRIJICON, ATN)

Experience
We offer a comfortable lodge environment with the high excitement of fair chase
real spot and stalk thermal feral hog hunting. These are not hogs that come to
feeders; these are straight up wildest of the wild feral hogs. They offer a hard
earned and good honest wild game experience for those who want the thrill of the
chase and harvest outside of a game preserve.

Activities

Factory hunting ammunition provided
one box per customer
Electronic hearing protection provided
Chemical illumination lights provided
so everyone knows where everyone is
for safety
Pictures with individual kills or groups
pictures taken by guides as requested on
site or back at the lodge

•

Arrival 4pm

•

Dinner 5-6pm roughly

•

Hunting & Game orientation from guides 6-7pm

Hunter Gear Needed

•

Shooting and thermal scope orientation 7-8pm

Hunting clothing weather appropriate
including boots

•

Hunt from 8-2am based on weather and light

•

Hunt till you’re done and then sleep and awake to a down home country
breakfast/Brunch

Scent free clothing (as much as possible)
Eye protection is always advised
Good attitude willing to learn and a smile

Expectations
Hunters can expect to walk throughout the hunt. Walking on uneven ground is a
skill that takes time and patience to master. Even the best hunters can fail at this
during the daytime, so understand the making mistakes at night is highly likely.
We mitigate this by hunting the wind. If a hunter steps on a twig and noise
discipline is lost accidently, we are set up to drive on. Hogs are super game
animals, and they offer some of the best and most acute sensory skill sets not seen
in other game species. A wounded hog is dangerous and needs to be humanely
dispatched by the hunter or the guide will help with last rights. All guides are
military veterans and characters who enjoy the sport and respect the game. We
will do everything that we can to ensure that your fair chase hunting experience is
enjoyable, and you will feel as though you’ve earned your hog and a good night’s
sleep.
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PRICING:
1 NIGHT HUNT $799/
PERSON
2 NIGHT Hog HUNT &
FISHING Special $1500
Lodging, Brunch & Dinner
included in package.
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